CLASS TITLE: Information Manager

TITLE CODE: 1418 SERIES: Technical

SELECTION METHOD: 100% qualifying

SALARY: (MIN-MID) $18.08-$23.00
GRADE: 21

SPECIAL ENTRANCE RATE: May be adjusted at agency’s discretion based upon additional education & experience.

POSITIONS IN THIS CLASS GENERALLY REPORT TO: LHD Director

PRIMARY USER AGENCY: LOCAL HEALTH DEPARTMENT

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE CLASS:
CHARACTERISTICS OF A CLASS ARE GENERAL STATEMENTS INDICATING THE LEVEL OF RESPONSIBILITY AND DISCRETION OF POSITIONS IN THAT JOB CLASSIFICATION.

Analyzes and advises on selection and purchase of computer hardware and software, setup of computer equipment, communication equipment and software. Staff training and maintenance of agency computer equipment and systems. Supervision of staff and other duties as assigned.

MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS:
MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS ARE COMPREHENSIVE STATEMENTS OF THE MINIMUM BACKGROUND AS TO EDUCATION, EXPERIENCE, AND OTHER QUALIFICATIONS WHICH WILL BE REQUIRED IN ALL CASES AS EVIDENCE OF AN APPOINTEE'S ABILITY TO PERFORM THE WORK PROPERLY.

EDUCATION:
Graduate of an accredited college or university with a Bachelor’s Degree.

EXPERIENCE:
Must have three (3) years responsible experience in a multi-user operating system with one (1) year of supervising staff in the IT department.

SUBSTITUTION CLAUSE:

EDUCATION: An Associate Degree in IT, Network Technology or Programming and two (2) years of experience providing technical assistance related to network equipment or software may substitute for the education requirement. A bachelor’s degree in computer science will substitute for one year of the experience requirement.

EXPERIENCE: Related technical or vocational training/experience will substitute for the educational degree requirement on a year-for-year basis.

SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS:

POST EMPLOYMENT REQUIREMENTS: EMPLOYEES IN THIS CLASS WILL BE REQUIRED TO OBTAIN CREDENTIALS OUTLINED BELOW WITHIN A REASONABLE TIME, OR IF EMPLOYEES POSSESS SUCH CREDENTIALS AT THE TIME OF HIRE THEY WILL BE REQUIRED TO MAINTAIN THOSE CREDENTIALS SO LONG AS THEY ARE EMPLOYED IN THIS CAPACITY. None

EXAMPLES OF DUTIES OR RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE CLASSIFICATION:

Provides consultation, assistance and assesses agency needs and plans for the use, selection and purchase of computer and communication hardware and software. Responsible for administering district/agency computer network. Works with agency departments to assist with troubleshooting and implementation of new computer applications and upgrades. Maintains the integrity of the network and responds and answers questions from users. Responsible for maintaining network in proper order. Responsible for planning and implementing a system backup and recovery program. Trains health department staff on use of computer and communication system hardware and software. Maintains internet access, web page design and develops a web site marketing plan. Reviews technical literature and attends meetings and training opportunities. Remains current with scientific, educational and medical developments related to information systems technology and the use of that technology. Provides consultation and assistance for maintaining all PC hardware and computer systems. May supervise.

TYPICAL WORKING CONDITIONS AND UNIQUE PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS:

Work typically is performed in office setting.

ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS:

Applicants and employees in this classification may be required to submit to a drug screening test and background check according to the agency’s policies.

DATE CLASS ESTABLISHED: 07-01-06

DATE OF LAST REVISION: 12-15-11

THE LOCAL HEALTH DEPARTMENTS DO NOT DISCRIMINATE ON THE BASIS OF RACE, COLOR, RELIGION, NATIONAL ORIGIN, SEX, AGE, DISABILITY, SEXUAL ORIENTATION, GENDER IDENTITY, ANCESTRY OR VETERAN STATUS. REASONABLE ACCOMMODATIONS ARE PROVIDED UPON REQUEST.